
Dennison Trailers is a major player in commercial trailer design & manufacture, 
offering a broad range of market leading, innovative and superbly engineered 

products, which are second to none.

TRAILER GUIDE

KEEPING YOU 
ON THE ROAD!
DENNISON FAST PARTS IS DEDICATED TO KEEPING YOUR 
TRAILER ON THE ROAD AND IN FIRST CLASS CONDITION.

Speed of response and availability of stock  
are critical to operators. 
That is why Dennison Fast Parts offers a single source of high 
quality, approved parts by reputable manufacturers for all makes 
of trailer - fast! Whether for a fleet or a single trailer, Dennison Fast 
Parts are available throughout Ireland and the UK via our highly 
responsive Fast Parts operation, designed to get parts to you 
whenever and wherever you want them.

The Dennison Fast Parts Service at a glance:
- High quality parts from top name manufacturers
- Branches in Naas and Lancaster
- Parts for all makes of trailer
-  Trailers of any age
- Wide range of workshop consumables
- Competitive prices
- Fast, professional service backed by years  

of industry experience and knowledge
- Rapid response

UK
Dennsion Trailers Fast Parts 
Nelson Way (off Caton Road) Lancaster LA1 3TD
T + 44 (0)1524 384725
F + 44 (0)1524 847259
E fastparts@dennisontrailers.com

Naas, Ireland
Dennsion Trailers Ltd 
Maudlins Cross, Naas Co Kildare
T + 353 (0) 45 906022
F + 353 (0) 45 906055
E fastpartsnaas@dennisontrailers.com



SLIDING SKELETAL 

The patented 14 lock Dennison sliding bogie skeletal is 
the market leader in its sector and highly regarded for its 
durability, low unladen weight – under 4800kgs in
standard all steel, with further weight saving alloy options.
 
It accommodates containers from 20’ to 45’ as well as 13.6m 
intermodal containers within legal length, swing clearance and 
wheelbase tolerances.

PLATFORM 

Our standard PBA trailer includes 6 pairs of sockets 
+ 1,500mm height posts (including post trays at 
the rear) as well as 1,500mm flush rear headboard 
to ENXL certification tested to 34 tonne.
 
The inclusion of 28mm keruing hardwood flooring with rope 
hooks on every cross member come as standard.

TRAILER OVERVIEW
Today, Dennison Trailers is one of the leading manufacturers 
of commercial vehicle trailers, with a broad range of market 
leading, innovative and superbly engineered trailers. Our 
customers include many of the leading haulage companies 
and transport operators in both Ireland and the UK.

Dennison’s success over the past five decades is a result 
of a combination of engineering excellence and a total 
commitment to customer service.

If you have any questions 
about trailer specification or 
the Dennison products range 
please give us a call on -   

+44 (0)1524 381808  UK
+353 (0)45 866468  Ireland

TRACTOR CARRIER 

The Dennison tractor carrier carries agricultural 
equipment or tractor units and will take a 
payload of up to 30 tonnes. It is designed with 
a highly accessible neck to make loading 
quick and easy. It is also available as an 
extendable version.

CURTAINSIDER 

DRAWBAR

The Dennison close coupled drawbar is renowned for its versatility. Available in various configurations, it is 
ideal for increasing the payload of rigid vehicles or for making deliveries during loading of the trailer.

Key features of our drawbars include:
• Fixed or adjustable drawbar lengths
• Maximise load space within train lengths
• Range of models - skeletals, platforms 
 and timber skeletals
• Drum or disc brakes

There are many benefits with a Dennison curtainsider. Dennison employ a bolted main 
body for their curtainsiders, which is stronger, stiffer and easier to repair in case 
of accidental damage.

The front galvanised uprights are tapered in towards the top to allow ease 
of operation when replacing the curtain poles. Heavy duty galvanised steel bump 
stops come as standard. The Euro-style front bulkhead has a bolted assembly, 
properly sealed against water ingress and, inside, bulkhead pockets come as 
standard for the safe storage of straps. More than that, there is a full range of 
options that means every Dennison curtainsider is built to suit customers’ 
individual requirements.

STRAIGHT FRAME TROMBONE 

Extendable trailers, or trombones, are a vital piece of equipment in the 
construction industry. The ability to accept long loads that would not fit on 
to a standard platform trailer make this trailer design a true workhorse that 
needs to be as rugged as any other piece of construction machinery.

Key features of our Straight Frame Trombones are:
• Air-operated locking pins
• Extends to 21.25m with 1500mm intervals
• Keruing hardwood floor as standard
• Options include self-track rear axle, twistlocks and     
 variation of headboards


